line 39) "pp" should be italic

line 43) "AA" -> "A-A", accorind to the styles in SaporeGravis.tex

line 49) not clear to me what a THIN plasma is (my ignorance :-) )...Is "thin" really needed in this context?

line 91) Electro-magnetic -> Electro-Magnetic ?

Table 1 and Table 2) in the quarkonium chapter, together with the published results, we have also decided to quote the preliminary ones. This seemed to us useful for completeness, since we are giving an overview of all the measurements. Furthermore you address also preliminary values in the following sections, so it can be useful to summarize them in the same table. 

line 100) Probably "ALICE detects..." can start a new line (as you do when you move from STAR to PHENIX description in line 98-99)

line 103) also in this case, I would start a new line

line 123) "collisions,within" space is missing

Caption Fig. 3) "N_part" should not have italic "N"

Caption Fig. 3) left panel -> right panel

line 156-157) Maybe you can give few more details on the reason why the D+S should be related to recombination mechanisms or at least you can give a reference

line 160) you can refer to the HF section in CNM chapter

line 166) since you mention ctau for beauty, shouldn't you mention it (for analogy) also for charm in the previous section?

Caption Fig. 5) In this caption (but this comment applies to many other captions in your text) you give details on the uncertainties, while it was not the case in other figures. I'm sure we have similar inconsistencies also in the quarkonium chapter...I don't have a strong opinion, but I would try to be uniform...

Section 2.2.1) in this section, the way you refer to figures is different from the other chapters (e.g. Fig. 7-right). Maybe a kind of uniformity will be requested through the whole document

line 255) I'm not sure about "..for the initial anisotropy..."

Caption Fig. 7) "measurements at 62.4 and 200..." -> "measurements at sqrt(s_NN)=62.4 and 200..."

line 297) "to the to the" repetition

line 371) maybe I missed it, but "RHS" is not definined...

line 385) probably something is missing or has to be removed in "That is, for collisional energy loss, the loss..."

Caption Fig. 12) "Eq.Eq." repeated

line 639) space is missing between "include" and "anti"

footnote 3 pag 25) probably "Debye" can be written in small letters as you do elsewhere

line 676) "=2.76" space missing

Section 2.4.3) in this section the "D" are in italic, while everywhere else are not

footnote 4 pag 16) ''X" should be ``X''

line 713) "pp" should be italic

line 781) `ingredients' -> ``ingredients''

Figure 17) you  explain the box at 1 for the RAA, but nothing is said on the uncertainties on the v2

lines 890-892) maybe (if it is needed) you can refer to the CNM chapter

